
 

                            Installation Guide

          Kawasaki ZX14  Convertable Clutch 

Thank you for purchasing the  Convertable Clutch System, enclosed is a detailed installation process to ensure the 
reliable operation of your new clutch.

The Convertable Clutch system was designed to provide more consistent elapsed times and better performance 
than was previously able with transmission driven systems, since our system is driven from the engine you will 
notice much smoother launches, better reaction times, and easier tuning then ever before.

In addition to the engine driven technology the Convertable Clutch combines all the functions of every available 
clutch on the market and combines them into one revolutionary package.

The convertable clutch can be set up as a single stage engine driven lockup that can be used to provide more 
lockup to the clutch pack in performance applications and can equally be ridden on the street in a daily driver.



The convertable clutch can be set up as a Multi Stage engine driven clutch to obtain the maximum performance in 
the most demanding applications which allows you to adjust the tuning of the static and lockup arms for best 
performance.

In addition to those modes the Convertable clutch will easily convert to operate as a fully functional rpm activated 
slider for those who like to have the ease of use and consistent launching without the use of the clutch lever.

One major improvement over traditional clutches that work as a slider only is the addition of retaining your clutch 
lever and puller shaft to use as a way to disengage your pressure plate in the event of catastrophic engine damage 
or when aborting a run with an automatic transmission.  

As a benefit of this technology you can also use the clutch lever in slider mode as well to engage the clutch at an 
rpm higher than your initial stall speed.

Using this setup allows you to ride your bike back to the pits after your run, without needing to be towed back or 
operating your bike at unsafe high speeds thru the pits.

Please consult your OEM maintenance manual for all torque specs and any  additional information you may need 
to complete the following installation procedures.

it is the installers responsibility to double check all fitment and clearance between all components this includes the 
outer basket,inner hub,crank and connecting rod prior to operating engine.

Hays Machine Works assumes no liability in the customers negligence to properly install the components herein.

                   Removal of factory clutch components

1. Drain oil from Motorcycle

2. Remove Clutch Cover from the engine

3. Remove the factory springs and bolts that secure the pressure plate to the inner hub

4. Use an impact to remove the nut that fastens the inner hub to the transmission shaft

5. Remove the inner hub and the back torque assy.

6. Remove the bushing and roller cage bearing from the center of the outer basket and remove the outer 
basket.

 



In order to build your clutch there are some components that we need you to send in as a core.

1 outer basket assy.

2 inner hub 

 

We do not need your clutch cover as we do not perform any modifications to the clutch cover

The Convertable Clutch requires the use of a Clutch Cover Spacer 

Or a billet quick access clutch cover to complete installation

These parts are sold separately from the Clutch assy.

If you would like to purchase a core assy we have those available for additional charges.

It is standard operating procedures to build the customers clutch on the customers supplied core,

If the customer prefers to purchase a core rather than to send in a core there will be a $387 charge for 
this service.

If the customer prefers us to send out a core from inventory and then send in there core for a refund

There will be a $100 charge for administration and reconditioning cost for this service. (No Exceptions)

 the customers core has to be satisfactory for inventory replacement to be eligible for this 

service.

              



               

                Installation of your new clutch

1 Place the factory thrust washer onto the transmission shaft with the bevel facing the engine.

2 install the oil pump gear onto the back of the clutch basket gear,with the countersunk side facing the clutch 
basket.



3 install the clutch basket onto the transmission shaft making sure the oil pump gear aligns together, install the 

bushing and roller cage bearing into the center of the outer basket    •Align the teeth of the clutch housing 
gears by the gear
setting screw [A].

○Install the clutch housing so that the hole position forward
of the engine.
Special Tool - Clutch Gear Setting Screw: 57001-1671

4 Replace the Factory thrust washer with the 4 piece thrust bearing assy supplied with your kit, making sure that 
there are  shims on each side of the thrust bearing, and the thrust bearing is in the middle of the assy.



5. Install the drive hub assembly onto the transmission shaft, be sure to torque to the settings specified in your 
maintenance manual.

6.  Make sure the inner hub rotates freely with no resistance, if there is resistance or the hub is binding ,or the 
inner hub is running out of round when rotating disassemble and inspect shim kit installation.

7. Measure the distance from the top of the outer basket,to the mating surface for the clutch plates on the 
inner hub you can use this measurement as a guide when selecting the correct stack height for your clutch 
pack to set the airgap you are looking for.

Example measure the distance from the inner hub mating flange to the top of the outer basket,this measurement 
would equal a 0 air gap,subtract the airgap you would like from this measurement and the remaining number is 
your stack height you will need to obtain your desired airgap. 

The ZX14 convertible Clutch was designed to use 9 steels and 9 fibers,you can also substitute zx 14 steel plates with 

Hayabusa steel plates to obtain the desired airgap.

The easiest way to obtain a slider airgap when converting from lockup mode is to add an extra steel in the middle 
of the clutch pack, you can also substitute varying thickness fibers and steels to obtain the desired dimensions

we also have available an airgap shim kit (link here) to shim out the inner hub from 0 to .100 thousanths.

Install the pressure plate pusher shaft into the transmission shaft.

8. Install the outer hat assembly in the mode that you prefer(lockup ,multi stage lockup, slider) using the 12 
screws supplied in your kit using 3mm allen hex key wrench



9. Install the clutch cover spacer and or the clutch cover using the supplied hardware supplied in your kit.

 

         

 Tuning hardware supplied with your kit

Supplied with your kit you should have received the following tuning hardware

1. Low tension Compression springs  identified by Blue color coding



         

2. Medium tension Compression Springs identified by Green color coding

3. High tension compression springs identified by Orange color coding

4. 14 pound extension springs identified by White color coding

5. 17 pound extension springs identified by Gray color coding

6. 20 pound extension springs identified by Purple color coding



Supplied tuning hardware supplied with your kit is sufficient to provide any tuning parameters you should need,if 
you have special requirements for any hardware not supplied in our kit please contact us at 
support@haysmachineworks.com  and let us know your specifications.

         Setting up your Convertable Clutch

The convertable clutch is a highly versatile adjustable design that can convert from a single stage lockup, to a multi 
stage lockup, as well as convert to a slider and optional clutch lever override.

          we have attached some diagrams of the many ways you can configure your clutch

                        

                             Single Stage Engine Driven Lockup.
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               Multi Stage Engine Driven Lockup.



                           Single Stage Slider



                             

                      

                            Multi Stage Slider



                 

In addition to the various types of operation available you can also configure the Convertable clutch in any lockup 
arm configuration you desire.



   

As you can see the lockup arms can be configured in 2 arm,3 arm,4 arm, or 6 arm configuration to meet the needs 
of your application.

                   

                           Technical support



Thank you for your purchase of the  Convertable Clutch,this installation guide should have all the information you 
will need to install and get acclimated to this revolutionary product,if you have any questions that are not covered 
in this document please send any technical support enquirys to support@haysmachineworks.com

If you require a more in depth consultation on clutch tuneups, chassis setup, 
engine management these services are available at very reasonable rates, if you 
are in need of these services please contact us for details.

Thank You for your business

Hays Machine Works

mailto:support@haysmachineworks.com

